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An Analysis of Letter Writing Style in Japanese 
and English and its Relation to Cultural Differences 
N amiko Sakoda * 
In this study, the form and content of two letters in English and Japanese 
are analysed in order to see to what extent cultural differences affect the way 
a text is organised. These two letters have the same specific communicative 
purpose of requesting payment. The English letter is sent by the TV Licence 
Company in the UK, which requests payment for a TV licence. The Japanese 
letter is from a telephone company in Japan, KDD, which also requests payment 
for KDD's telecommunication charges. Of special interest is to investigate how 
meaning is created in different cultures in order to achieve the same 
communicative purposes by the letters. These two letters are compared from 
three points of view: organisation, politeness, and reader or writer-orientation. 
This analysis of the two letters has yielded interesting differences. Hofstede's 
(1980) dimensions, which are 'Individualism' and 'Uncertainty avoidance', can 
be used in order to explain these differences. 
Key words: cultural differences, communicative purpose, discourse 
organisation, politeness, reader-oriteutation, writer-orientation, 
individualism, uncertainty avoidance 
Introduction 
Some linguists claim that cultural differences affect the way a text is 
organised. It is interesting to discuss to what extent their organisation differs, 
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and to what extent that culture accounts for these differences. In this study, 
two letters in British English (henceforth English) and Japanese which have the 
same sort of communicative purpose, but emanating from different cultures are 
analysed. These two letters have the same specific communicative purpose of 
requesting payment. The English letter is sent by the TV Licence Company in 
the UK, which requests payment for a TV licence (see Appendix 1). The 
Japanese letter is from a telephone company, KDD, which also requests 
payment for telecommunications charges (see Appendix 2). Of special interest 
here is to investigate how meaning is created in different cultures to achieve the 
same communicative purpose by the letters. In both cases, the readers and 
writers do not know each other and do not have special background knowledge 
about the content of the letters. The ultimate aim is to request payment for 
their services and if they do not pay, they will be fined. A difference between 
the two services is that readers of the English letter are supposed to buy a TV 
licence before they start watching, whereas readers of the Japanese letter are 
supposed to have already had services from KDD and their payment might be 
delayed. 
Firstly, I shall discuss features of the English letter and the Japanese letter. 
Variations in discourse organisation across the two cultures are compared, and 
the ways of placing of the main point are also described. The following aspects 
for analysis are explained, in turn, politeness and reader- or writer-orientation. 
Finally, I shall discuss the differences and partial similarities of the features in 
English and Japanese to account for these differences. 
Main points of the Japanese letter are translated into English by KDD (see 
Appendix 3), but the information content has not been fully translated in the 
English version and also the features of the text have been slightly changed. 
Therefore, the fuller English translation of the Japanese letter by the writer is 
included to aid understanding the content (see Appendix 4). 
Organisation 
Both the English letter and the Japanese letter consist of five parts. 
However, their contents are slightly different. While the English letter is made 
up of a head title, a salutation, a body, an ending and a postscript, the Japanese 
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letter consists of a head title, a salutation, a greeting, a body, and others. The 
typical part in Japanese letters is a greeting. Before starting the body, 
formulaic words of thanks are expressed (Appendix 2, line 3). 
Both letters have the head title, which can be interpreted as the main point. 
The head title in English, 'You could be fined up to £1,000.' (Appendix 1, line 
1) gives us a strong impression. This is because the focus is put on a fine, which 
must be paid if people use a TV without a licence illegally. In the Japanese 
letter, the head title is 'A favour of payment for KDD service charges' 
(Appendix 2, line 1) and there is no mention about a fine. Only from their titles, 
it can be supposed that their approaches to request payment are different. 
The body in the English letter has four paragraphs. An opening paragraph 
(Appendix 1, line 3-5) suddenly begins with the main topic, and every key 
information is clearly described: about the necessity of a valid TV licence, the 
possibility of TV licence evasion and a fine including the amount, £1,000 (line 
5). The second paragraph (line 6-8) emphasises the consequences in case the 
reader might illegally use a TV. The same information has been mentioned 
already in the first paragraph; however, it is repeated in a different expression. 
This is an effective method to reinforce the main point. The third paragraph 
(line 9-10) explains how to pay in detail, and important numbers such as cost, 
£101.00 for colour TV and £33.50 for black and white TV and a telephone 
number. Almost the same content about how to pay appears in the postscript 
again. The last paragraph (line 12-16) begins with apology and finally 
concludes in reminding the reader of a TV licence. 
The body of the Japanese letter (Appendix 2, line 4-24) is considered to 
consist of four paragraphs. The layout might be more complex than the 
English letter. The first paragraph (line 4-6) introduces the main topic without 
the details such as charges or a fine yet, but it covers the whole key 
information. What differs from the English letter in terms of the order of the 
organisation is apology which is expressed in the second paragraph (Appendix 
2, line 7-8), and appears in the last paragraph in the English letter. The third 
paragraph (line 9-13) includes one table (line 10-13) about important 
information such as the customer number, year and month of issue, the bill 
number and charges; thus, it should be included in the body. If this part is 
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explained in some sentences, this might be more confusing in conveying 
information. To use the table is one of the effective methods to optically appeal 
to the reader. The last paragraph (line 14-24) includes date of suspension in 
case the payment has not been made. What differs most distinctively from the 
English letter is the description about the fine (line 23-24). It says that the rate 
of fine is 14.6 percent per year. In the English letter, the description about the 
fine appears even in the head title and also in the body, whereas the font size 
of this part in the Japanese letter is the smallest. One possible interpretation 
is that the small letters are usually used for extra information such as 
footnotes. If the readers need to keep reading for more information, they can 
continue. If they do not, they can stop in the middle. Therefore, the font size 
is getting smaller and smaller from the first to the end, even though the last part 
might be the most important for some people. The second interpretation is that 
the impression to the customers might be in consideration. If the font size of 
this part is bigger or the biggest, it may give a bad impression of the company 
that obviously wishes to make profits. The last assumption, which might be too 
cautious, is they expect that somebody might miss this information because the 
size is too small. On this assumption, the fine would be more important than 
charges. 
In the last sentence (line 25), there is mention about how to pay in detail, 
which has been stated in the body as well. This is additional information. 
Politeness 
Requests are by definition face threatening acts (Brown and Levinson, 
1978); the variety of direct and indirect ways for making requests is probably 
socially motivated by the need to minimize the imposition in the act itself 
(Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1984). 'Negative politeness strategies convey the 
speaker's [or the writer's] respect for the addressee and his/her lack of 
intention to impede the addressee's freedom', (Maier, 1992: 195). Negative 
politeness strategies are apparent in apologies and requests. Positive politeness 
strategies are employed 'by fulfilling the addressee's wants (giving 
compliments and showing interest, for example) and by showing the addressee 
that the two of them are cooperators who want the same things and share 
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common ground' (1992: 200). However, there is always a potential risk to use 
positive politeness strategies in apologies or requests, because the necessary 
condition must be met. The addressee must agree that the speaker or the writer 
does indeed belong to the addressee's group when these strategies are used. As 
for the letters used in this study, there is no private relationship between the 
reader of the letter and the companies. Therefore, it would be natural that no 
positive politeness strategies could be found in both letters. 
Maier notes striking differences in the use of politeness strategies between 
native and non-native speakers of English. According to his research, native 
speakers of English shows a sensitivity to politeness strategies and use more 
negative politeness strategies to preserve the addressee's face in business 
letters; for example, mitigating their apologies more, expressing thanks more 
often and being less direct. It is not my intention to discuss this result but to 
use these three strategies as a framework for examining how differently these 
three strategies are used in the English and the Japanese letter. 
Apology is expressed after the main point has been shown in the English 
letter, whereas apology comes before the details of the main point in Japanese. 
One reason for the different order might be because apology is not considered 
as the main point in English. It might be said that the Japanese letter employs 
more negative politeness strategies, rather than it is more polite. This can be 
thought a kind of a formulaic phrase for every public service company's letter. 
Although the order of apology is different, the content of apology is almost the 
same in both letters. The similar purpose behind the apology will be that both 
companies take into consideration the possibility that they may make a 
mistake. They can pre-empt any customer by placing an apology beforehand. 
Example cases are as follows: the case that the reader of the English letter has 
already bought a TV licence or does not watch TV, or the reader of the 
Japanese letter has already paid the charges. 
Expressing thanks can be found only in the Japanese letter, which appears 
in the first paragraph of the body (Appendix 2, line 3). For one reason, it will 
be natural because the readers of the Japanese letter are the customers of the 
Japanese company, who have already had services from them. Another reason 
is words of thanks are one of the formulaic greeting parts in Japanese letters 
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(Jenkins and Hinds, 1987: 337). 
Hedging devices can be used to avoid direct manifestation. According to 
Hyland's (1994) definition, hedging refers to words or phrases implying that the 
writer is less than fully committed to the certainty of information. The use of 
hedging is important for the following reasons: it supports the writer's position 
and builds writer-reader relationships and it allows the writer to claim with 
due caution, modesty and humility. 
In the English letter (Appendix 1), the frequent use of modals and 
subjunctive forms can be seen to express hypothetical or future states of affairs. 
Modal verbs (single-underlined) such as 'could' and 'would' appear eight times 
in total and 'if' clauses (double-underlined) seven times. 
In Japanese letters, linguistic devices such as respect languages are 
tactfully used to show politeness (J enkins and Hinds, 1987): honorific language 
(keigo) , which is defined along with two intersecting planes: teineigo ("polite 
language") and sonkeigo ("respectful language"). Sonkeigo is used to refer to 
the actions of superiors and kenjoogo ("humble language") is to refer to one's 
own actions. These respect languages in Japanese have the role of hedging. 
More details about respect languages are discussed in the next section. 
Reader or writer-orientation 
While American English business letter writing has a reader orientation 
the purpose is 'to attempt to get the reader to appreciate the benefits of doing 
what the writer wants', Japanese business letters are oriented to 'the 
relationship, or the space, between the writer and the reader' (Jenkins and 
Hinds, 1987). Some features of the English and the Japanese letters can 
support this statement from the following points of view: as for the English 
letter, the level of directness of requesting strategies, linguistic devices of 
pronoun use and sentence structure, and lexical repetition or reiteration, as for 
the Japanese letter expression of thanks and apology and respect languages 
described above. 
Blum-Kulka and Olshtain present nine requesting strategy types: mood 
derivative, explicit performatives, hedged performative, locution derivable, 
scope stating, language specific suggestory formula, reference to preparatory 
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conditions, strong hints and mild hints (1984: 202). The level of directness 
weakens accordingly. The most direct and explicit strategy type Mood 
derivable is frequently used in the English letter, where 'the grammatical mood 
of the verb in the utterance marks its illocutionary force as a request'. Example 
sentences in Appendix 1 are shown as follows: 
(1) .. 'please get one immediately (line 8) 
(2) .. 'call our helpline on 0990 763 763··· (line 11) 
(3) .. 'please fill in the relevant section overleaf and return the whole 
form to us'" (line 13) 
(4) .. 'please get properly licensed now (line 16) 
The use of pronouns you and we (boxed), rather than impersonal or third 
person pronouns, is effectively used to involve the reader in the letter. The 
repetition of 'you' gives an impression that the letter is personal, which is 
effective to make readers conscious about the letter. 'You' appears 15 times in 
total, 'we' and 'I' twice each (Appendix 1). Passive structures are extremely 
avoided to get the message across. Few subordinate clauses are used not to 
make sentences complex. Therefore, sentences tend to be short. These 
linguistic features might be considered to make the letter accessible to any kind 
of readers. It is not clear to what extent the readers are literate or illiterate, 
or whether their background knowledge is sufficient to understand the 
message. From these aspects, it would be said that the English letter is aware 
of readers. 
In the English letter, a lot of sentences about a 'licence' are repeated and 
paraphrased. Actually, the words 'licence', 'licensed' and 'licensing' (shaded) 
can be seen 13 times in total, the words 'TV' or 'television' (also shaded) are 
used seven times. When a request has obvious financial benefits for the reader, 
a brief, one sentence-letter is sufficient (Shurter, 1971). In this case, the reader 
might suffer financial loss; therefore, the same message may be repeated in 
various ways to ensure the reader understands the situation. Also, these two 
words are key words in the letter; therefore they are emphasised by repetition. 
Lexical reiteration can be seen to express the similar meaning. Synonyms such 
as 'soon' (line 8), 'immediately' (line 8) and 'now' (line 16) are used to avoid 
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repeating the same word. 
Japanese business letter writing, in contrast to English letter writing, can 
be said to have orientation toward 'the relationship, or the space, between the 
writer and the reader'. Firstly, thanks and apology are expressed with 
formulaic words to establish or maintain the appropriate relationship between 
the writer and the reader in Japanese letters. Usually, these expressions are 
used in the greeting part Oenkins and Hinds, 1987). Impersonal Japanese 
letters are achieved through the use of honorific language. In the Japanese 
letter, a substantial amount of honorifics are used. In Appendix 2, expressions 
with the sole purpose of establishing and continuing the relationship between 
the writer and the reader are marked. Honorific language (keigo) consists of 
teineigo ("polite language"), sonkeigo ("respectful language") and kenjoogo 
("humble language"), whose definitions have been already mentioned in the 
last section. Harada (1976) strictly classifies Japanese honorifics, however, his 
classification would be too complex to use in this study. Therefore, I limit 
myself to the specific honorifics which appear frequently in the Japanese letter. 
The general Japanese title, sama (boxed), corresponding to English 'Mr', 'Ms', 
'Mrs' and 'Miss', appears four times. A lot of nouns are marked with the 
honorific prefix 0- and go- (single-underlined) (22 times). "Polite language" 
(shaded) is also very frequently used (16 times). "Humble language" (wavy-
underlined) (12 times) is more frequently used than "respectful language" 
(dotted-lined) (once). These numbers might show the writer attempts to 
respect the reader by humbling himself/herself. 
Discussion and Conclusion 
This analysis of the two letters has yielded interesting differences in the 
organisation structure, the use of politeness and point of view orientation. On 
the whole, different approaches are taken to achieve the same purpose. As for 
the organisation, while the English letter places the main point first and 
emphasizes it by repeating in slight different expressions several times, the 
Japanese letter begins with general information and gradually shifts to the 
main point. Each letter has different politeness strategies; for example, in the 
Japanese letter, apology appears in the earlier paragraph, by contrast, in the 
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English letter, it comes in the last paragraph. Both of the two letters use 
different hedging devices because their languages themselves are different. A 
substantial amount of modal verbs and 'if' clauses are used in the English letter. 
Respect languages are frequently used in the Japanese letter. The Japanese 
letter generally seems to put more emphasis on politeness strategies than the 
English letter. Based on several features, the English letter is reader-oriented, 
the Japanese letter is oriented to the relationship or the space, between the 
wri ter and the reader. 
When we think about to what extent culture accounts for these differences 
found above, Hofstede's (1980) investigation about the differences in work-
related values by groups of countries could be useful. Two dimensions out of 
four, which he raises, can be used to explain the cultural differences of the 
English letter and the Japanese letter in this study. They are the second 
dimension, 'Individualism' and the fourth dimension, 'Uncertainty avoidance'. 
According to his research, while individualism is more important in Great 
Britain, collectivism is more highly thought of in Japan. This means the ties 
between individuals are loose in Great Britain; however, people from birth 
onward are integrated into strong and coherent groups in Japan. The high 
value of 'uncertainty avoidance' in Japan means that when Japanese people are 
in unstructured situations, they feel uncomfortable rather than in structured 
ones and try to avoid such situations. By contrast, in Great Britain the value 
is low to middle, which shows that British people prefer unstructured situations. 
Looking back onto the features of the two letters, this cultural difference 
between the two countries is reflected in terms of 'Individualism' and 
'Uncertainty avoidance'. Expressing thanks and apology at the beginning of 
the Japanese letter, which are in rather formulaic phrases, are to raise the 
customers' position higher. After the structured situation is decided between 
the customer and the company, they feel comfortable and can go on to the 
details. What matters most is to keep the preferable relationship between them 
in the letter. This Japanese cultural feature proves that the Japanese letter has 
orientation toward the relationship or the space, between the writer and the 
reader. In the British culture, where individualism and lower uncertainty 
avoidance are valued, it does not cause a very serious problem no matter how 
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the reader may feel threatened by or angry at the English letter, whose main 
point is strongly and directly expressed. 
Even in the two letters, there can be considerable differences. Because of 
the limited number of the examples, these differences should not be generalized 
and all of the differences are not due to the cultural differences. However, I 
believe that it is worth looking at and discussing the causes of the differences 
between the English and the Japanese letters as is done in this study. 
*This paper is based on the study which was presented at Third China National 
Polyglot Translation Studies Symposium in October, 2002. 
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Appendix 1 
TV 
L1SENSINGQ 
The Present Occupier 
(Address) Date: Tel: 0990001014 
2 
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7 
8 
9 
\0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Dear Sir/Madam 
Ref (V): 02554624 
Ref(L): 1920409543 
IYoul could be fined up to £1,000. 
Fax: 01217706744 
MiniCom: 01217172726 
l\feI~ve no record of a valid licence for this address. That means ~OUld be breakin. g the law. 
!t 0 use a TV or Video to receive or record ~Ievi$ion programmes, 0 need a valid licence. 
Otherwise ~ could be taken to court and fined up to £ 1,000. 
!t~ had been found using a TV without a licence today, ~ would have been cautioned and an 
official interview would have taken place. ~ could then have been prosecuted. A further visit 
will be made to your address soon, so if~ need a licenCe please get one immediately. 
A licence costs £101.00 for colour and £33.50 for black and white. ~ can pay by post, Direct 
D~bit, credit or debit card or at a post office. ~~ have problems paying the full amount of the 
licence fee call our help line on 0990 763 763 - can usually help. 
If~ do have a licence, or do not use a TV, OO'm sorry for any concern this letter may have caused. 
If this is the case please fill in the relevant section overleaf and return the whole form to us in 
the pre-paid envelo e provided, making sure the return address is showing in the envelope window. 
00 would remind 0 that TV li\lence evasion is against the law and could result in a fine of up to 
£1,000. !f 0 have a licence and ~ use a TV, please get properly licQed now. 
Yours Faithfully 
TV ,l.,iqell1i!i:Dg Officer 19 
20 
P.S. ~ can now pay for your tkenc-e by Direct Debit, credit '1r debit card over the 
phone. .'ust call 0990 22 66 66 with your bank and licen,&l details to hand. 
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Appendix 2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
25 
26 
IKDD *'l-~:JQ:Xtblt'(J):JQJJiIt' (REMINDER) I ~m*1 
(REISSUANCE) 
(fH1T) 
(J12qs) 
~ 
1:'1 t]t, KDD:a: ,::'fIJJtllY:J:" '2:~k,-'@;b IJ iJ' 2:: ') 
'f!J)G 11 -q:: 11 Jj 30 [1 
1999111/30 
KDD KDD 1*J:t0:t± 
tJPo9f.-iT!;\; (INFORMAI'ION) 
jD'II'l*t ~?,-"lj--t:"7 1 G 
0120-860-302 (iili~~n;Rjl\\n TOLLfREE) 
jDJIj(t&n,fr,' 9:00-21 :00 
2' -C ,ff;[',(J) KDD *4~O)~i!!)jtff:a:mN ~~ijkt;::iJ', :t t:"A~(J)lii~rg,iJ'.l::;h, -C13_VL 
~'2::t L-Ci:L ;$:tk:I=:J: ~), .:t3i!i< 0)~jl!~1~1, ~15!':fiD, :::tYt:";::.:r.YA· A 1'71-::-C 
~~.:t3xtbV ') .:t3JHJiv' 
ID!: 1-::.:t3:ztbH-:: t iJ'iJ'b G i\ ;$:tk:iJ'Fal '2:~Lft,~ifIU:t, :f'T'2: iY;v 'C',,<:"a:'t';:TO)C'fiiJ~ 
'::' ?l¥iiEZlliJ v 
:}JR~\; '~bitO)~':t, Hco):}Ji3=~i[fi)-~:}3J:il CO-,itT ~ \;'c 
- - -
:li'i§:~i[f1T (CUSTOMER NUMBER) 068040151932 
'¥ nX: II "f" 1 0 Jl 
,'l1o:K'tJJ (YEAR, MONTH OF ISSUE) 
(1999/10) 
~j'jo:K ;I:l:i[ffj- (BILL NUMBER) XI-369129-E 
~al'i;j({£1fl'j (CHARGES) 4,057 Pi 
I 
i 
14 (~ It g) 
15 £'i§:fI*Ifp G 0) ~)\1il;/J;'l$ttf:: -Clit~t:.T~ -:5:1 '-',:: Il ~;:), 
16 ;:),;,)\ VJ '1ll!;tO)T, £Y:tk\; 'f&<j- <"::~,fllffl_~_i12!:: 2" f~':t, 
17 J:.tGr"~{fit)tf::::'~*lH't~t:''''tJj;['tJ: 'S :}3I1ti\;'v't~ L'1ll!['t" 
18 :: 0)Jj; Jj;~tt"'{'0))\~ii(folikr:3T-C'2" f~\;'~~'~'t, i'tcO) 
19 AA Icl ;:)'G Ki5DGryii!if;;-tj-~ t:'?'0)j:31& VJ t&\;'::rf'iI~,(Jl~'::f-$J}: 
20 CPI7)Jc$i{i,:t~\Uft)~it~v,~t:;t;~:,!:: iI';::<'s'v\',j;,f-c 
21 
22 
~,fllfflf4Jl: ['lE S 
(DATF OF SLlSI'ENSION) 
¥p)t 11 4' 12 fl 13 11 
( 1999/12113) 
-1"0 le f,\, Ji: cP if)J;!\"if It, ij,~Mi' ;';yJJ:2f,;K,,-'1l; T" 
TJJifll)1",l;i] ~ JIj( 'J, :: JJ!lUJ\lc" Tiil/!'l;mill'J, li1lf!l!I,~lO)~:~\iJ -'±HM'J2,,7fi(±1~jjl''c'!;JJ!;T, 23 
(Please tear off at the perforated line, and use the form below to make payment.) 24 
;:: O)j~ i£Ytbv\iJ~t.tlt\mr1-li, £:ztbWl8 O)~L' t:l7)\r)!li:1!i~ L l. 
'r 14"6'Y,,oH<-nOHIl1'l'<iZ""'tc1:':<:_:: i" i" I]: VJ :lEt'" 
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'" Payment Request <V i=l 
<V For Telecommunications >-< ~ Charges Q 
'" El
'" 
Thank you for using KDD's tele-u 
.8 communications services. 
<=: 
0 We have not yet received payment .~ 
Q3 for the enclosed bill for KDD's tele-~ 
.~ communications charges. 
'"0 
<=: 
'" Please make the payment immedi-
"5l 
~ ately through your local bank, post 
I'Ll 
office or KDD office. 
'"2 
'" Ifthe bill is bar-coded, the payment <V 
'" <V 
may be made through any major con-<=: 
'" Q 
'" venience store throughout Japan. >-, 
.S 
<V 
~ 
if) Warning 
.§ If we do not receive payment for the 
:F ~ charges, your KDD's telecommuni-
>-< 
<V 
tr> cations services will be discontinued 
.....1 
~ (or will remain so if already dis-0 
.~ 
continued) as of the given date ~ 
'" (DATE OF SUSPENSION) ~ 
'" <r::
u\t' 
M 
N 
~ 
~ 
0> 
N 
~ 
:ijIl* ~! 
{~o:; 
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:t~ 
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Appendix 4 
IPayment Request for Telecommunications Charges (REMINDER)I 
(Address) 
(Name) 
Mr.lMs. 
Thank you for using KDD's telecommunications services. 
IREISSUANCEI 199911 1130 
KDD KDD Corporation 
INFORMATION 
Customer Service 
0120-860-302 (TOLL FREE) 
9:00-21 :00 
We have not yet received payment for the enclosed bill for KDD's telecommunications charges. 
Please make the payment immediately through your local bank, post office or convenience store. 
If your payment and our letter have crossed in the mail, please forgive us for sending this. 
For any enquiry, please let us know your customer number below. 
CUSTOMER NUMBER 068040151932 
YEAR, MONTH OF ISSUE 1999/10 
BILL NUMBER XI-369129-E 
CHARGES ¥ 4,057 
I 
--
Please tear otf at the perforated line, and use the t'>rm below to make payment. 
<Warning> 
It will take time before we receive payment. If you would like to use 
KDD communications services soon after you make payment, please contact 
with KDD Customer service above. 
If we do not receive payment for the charges, your KDD's 
telecommunications services will be discontinued (or will remain so if 
already discontinued) as ofthe given date. 
DATE or SUSPENSION 1999112113 
KDl)'s telecommunications services will remain so if already discontinued 
The charges fix the overdue payment at the ratc of [4.6 % will be required from the next date of 
the payment deadline. if we do not receive payment for the charges. 
